NEPHILIM ARE HERE - Part Two: HYBRIDS

The following information was pointed out to me by a youtuber and thanks to Dante Fortson who did the research on this.

Look familiar?
Did you know that hybrids are in the Bible?

The book of Jasher is referenced in the Bible: Joshua 10:13

**Jasher 4:18** - And their judges and rulers went to the daughters of men and took their wives by force from their husbands according to their choice, and the sons of men in those days took from the cattle of the earth, the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air, and taught the mixture of animals of one species with the other, in order therewith to provoke the Lord; and God saw the whole earth and it was corrupt, for all flesh had corrupted its ways upon earth, all men and all animals.

**This was just before the flood when the Lord was not happy with the corruption and sin on the earth that had been taught by the fallen angels.**

**Lev.17:7** – And they shall no more offer their sacrifices unto devils (satyr), after whom they have gone a whoring. This shall be a statute for ever unto them throughout their generations.

**Isaiah 13:21** – (on the destruction of Babylon – still in the future) But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures: and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there.
Greek: part man part horse but in Roman mythology: part man part goat.

2 Samuel 23:20 – And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, the son of a valiant man, of Kabzeel, who had done many acts, he slew two lionlike men of Moab: he went down also and slew a lion in the midst of a pit in time of snow:
We can clearly see that the author knew the difference between a lion and lionlike because he goes on to state that Benaiah also slew a lion. So he was talking about more than just lions here.
Pliny the Elder [1st century CE (this is like AD)] (Natural History, Book 8, 30): Pliny quotes Ctesias as saying that the mantichora has the **face and ears of a human** being, grey eyes, a triple row of teeth that meet like the teeth of a comb, a lion's body of a blood-red color, and a voice like a pan-pipe blended with a trumpet. It **stings with its tail like a scorpion**. It is very fast and has a special appetite for human flesh.

Bartholomaeus Anglicus [13th century CE] (De proprietatibus rerum, book 18): It is said, that in India is a beast wonderly shapen, and is like to the bear in body and in hair, and to a **man in face**. And hath a bright red head, and a **full great mouth**, and an horrible, and in either **jaw three rows of teeth** distinguished atween. The outer limbs thereof be as it were the outer limbs of a lion, and **his tail is like to a wild scorpion, with a sting**, and smiteth with hard bristle pricks as a wild swine, and hath an horrible voice, as the voice of a trumpet, and he runneth full swiftly, and eateth men. And among all beasts of the earth is none found more cruel, nor more wonderly shape, as Avicenna saith. And this beast is called Baricos in Greek. (Mediaeval Lore from Bartholomew Anglicus (London, 1893/1905) Steele edition of 1905)
Remember last week Before it is News said the nephilim were said to have 3 rows of teeth. Remember when they died during and after the flood – they became evil spirits.

**Rev.9:7-10** – And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle; and on their heads were as it were crowns like gold, and their faces were as the faces of men. And they had hair as the hair of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of lions. And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron; and the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle. And they had tails like unto scorpions, and there were stings in their tails: and their power was to hurt men five months.
Comic book character from the 1980’s – they are always putting truth in our faces.

****************************
MIT Technology Review reported that the U.S. Army recently granted $1.4 million for a chimera project at the University of Minnesota, led by cardiologist Daniel Garry, who is trying to grow human hearts in pigs. Hiromitsu Nakauchi, a stem-cell biologist whose work was criticized as creating a “pig man” in Japan, was lured to Stanford University with a $6-million grant from the state-run California Institute of Regenerative Medicine and the promise of little government interference. He
began making human-sheep chimeras this year [...] “Imagine a cross between a human and a chimpanzee. How would the newborn ‘humanzee’ be regarded?”

Though most scientists believe it’s possible, some believe the endeavor poses serious ethical concerns, arguing that it’s unclear if the animal’s human qualities will extend past their organs. “What if the embryo that develops is mostly human?” Pablo Ross, a veterinarian and developmental biologist at the University of California, Davis, told the MIT Tech Review while adding this wasn’t something that he could rule out. “The specter of an intelligent mouse stuck in a laboratory somewhere screaming ‘I want to get out’ would be very troubling to people,” NIH ethicist David Resnik added during the NIH meeting. Still, the chances of either of these results occurring are unlikely, since only about 0.5 percent of animal-human chimeras’ cells are human.

**************************
We were taught and believed that mythology was just a fairy tale. We believed that all the drawings on cave walls and on pottery and historical evidence was just unlearned people drawing fantasy or imaginative stuff. But when we remove the scales from our eyes and actually look in God’s Word we begin to see that these things were so. The people of the past were drawing things that they saw in their daily lives. These are beings created by the nephilim when they began to sin against all flesh. They began to mix the dna of different animals and humans and plants and fish and birds together.

chemosh worshipped by the Moabites.
According to II Kings 11:7, evidence is given that Chemosh and Moloch were perhaps two manifestations of the same god, at least to the peoples who worshiped them. Solomon had "high places" built for both gods at the same time and in the same location, "on the mountain which is East of Jerusalem." Both Chemosh and Molech may have had the same origins but if so, by Solomon's time they had been denominated into differing objects for different peoples, Chemosh for the Moabites and Moloch for the Ammonites. According to Genesis 19: 30-38, both the people of Moab and Ammon were descended from the two sons of Lot (themselves half-brothers by his two daughters), Moab and Ben-ammi.

This worship is still continued today although we think we are civilized and not continuing these things it is alive and well on planet earth. Maybe a little more
hidden and out of sight, and to most they don’t understand because they have not studied the scriptures to know. The top leaders all around the world are participating in this worship. *They have pledged allegiance to lucifer and they do sacrifices, pedophilia, molestation, and a vast number of other atrocities. They are all masons who have taken an oath that lucifer is their god. Upon reaching the 33deg. of masonry they participate in a ritual which makes them a priest of horus (tammuz/nimrod reincarnated) or isis (asherah/ashtarte/semiramis). Zionist who are the current leaders of Israel and have infiltrated all governments and media still worship molech today. *This information shared by Peter Kling.

Dagon – Philistine god dagon – worshipped by the Philistines and still by the Catholic church today. Recognize the fish mitre hat that they wear?
Deut. 32:17 – They sacrificed unto devils, not to God; to gods whom they knew not, to new gods that came newly up, whom your fathers feared not.

A friend of mine, Joy, who is a survivor of SRA (satanic ritual abuse) and has DID (dissociative identity disorder) shared with me that many times her alters inside will share true memories with her through her dreams. So she had a dream that she was a child, and among a group of kids being introduced to a race of animal/human (probably nephilim) hybrids. She says that it seemed they were introducing these hybrids to a group of us (as kids) in a setting like a school/playground, etc, to see how we would accept them... integrating them like you would another race of people. There was a sense from me that I felt a sympathy for this one, female hybrid because she seemed to want very much to be accepted.... and that sounds so strange to me... Anyway, when she described them to her friend who also is an SRA/DID clone (I believe a true clone
from egg and sperm), she said that she has seen these same ones/types before.... in a more primitive state and that it sounds like they have perfected them.

I remember Joy telling me that some of them had multiple pairs of legs. Like the ones they stood on were animal legs, and they had a pair that sort of folded up going up toward their back and then there was sort of a third pair that were like legs or wings. She said that they didn’t think this group was strange at all and that they had thoughts and feelings just like us.

**It is interesting to note that the I cannot locate her e-mail describing this by searching through the inbox, sent, deleted, or a folder – it is gone. She could not find it on her side either.**

TOM HORN

They have crossed the line into making chimeras for drug testing pharmaceutical purposes – easier to get approval with this type of embryo instead of testing on humans. This is also being used in military.

Dr. Moreau – based on 1896 novel by H.G. Wells – the chimera had implants in them so that they could be shocked into minding. (This is just like implants today for TI’s) Moreau was trying to create a total human from an animal. [Vivisection](#)
is surgery conducted for experimental purposes on a living organism, typically animals with a central nervous system, to view living internal structure. Surgery while alive – in the movie they weren’t given medication to knock them out or numb the pain.

There is a 2025 Global Governance report and on page 35 it speaks of the fact that we have reached a critical juncture with the emergence of a new form of humanity.

CLOSING:

Matt.13:37-43  READ OUT / wheat and tares at second coming is when the hybrids/nephilms will be dealt with.

PRAYER

Include: Psalm 84:11 - L ORD God You are a sun and shield: You will give grace and glory: no good thing will You withhold from them that walk uprightly.

Lionlike man statue


Fallen Angels / Part human and part animal - nephilim

http://fallenangels.ning.com/m/blogpost?id=1025516%3ABlogPost%3A163974

Chemosh and Molech

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemosh
Bible Study on animal/human hybrids – Dante Fortson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQ3f0WxMgo0&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGJr5W2_vaVt8I2rKDmFley